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Company: Aptiv

Location: Kraków

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Aptiv Connected Services is an independent division within Aptiv, formed from several

startups Aptiv has recently acquired. Connected Services provides vehicle telematics and data

analytics solutions to auto manufacturers and fleets. We help our customers analyze their

data to obtain insights so they can operate more efficiently and produce better products.

With teams working across the globe, Connected Services combines data acquisition

capabilities with powerful edge and cloud computing architecture, resulting in an enterprise-

class solution. 

Come join the Aptiv Connected Services team for a unique opportunity to work with and learn

from experts, while contributing to the future of mobility! Mobility has the power to change

the world, and we have the power to change mobility. Want to join us?

Your Role

As a Java Back-End Developer in API Services and Cloud Development team, you will be

responsible for the design and development of highly scalable microservices intended to be

deployed on a cloud platform. You will implement proof of concepts, build features, deploy

systems, and be responsible for the end-to-end execution of projects. You will partner with

stakeholders from product management, architecture and other engineering teams across

many functions within Aptiv Connected Services and external implementation partners.

In your daily job you will:

Develop or modify code to implement the product features using the technology stack

best suited for the architecture.

Work with our tech stack: Java 17 and 21 / Microservices / Azure cloud and Azure functions
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/ Spring Boot 3.x / MongoDB / MS SQL Server / Kubernetes / Docker / Kafka / Service

bus queue

Work with the Architect and the rest of the Development Team to develop and document

an architecture and low-level design to address the requirements.

Write tests (units and integrations) to provide the highest quality of our products.

Troubleshoot production application software problems.

Modify software to debug, adapt to new hardware, and/or improve performance.

Participate in the scrum ceremonies.

Knowledge gathering and sharing.

Have great fun in our fabulous office.

Your Background 

Key ingredients for succeeding in this role are:

A Bachelor's or Master's degree in software engineering, computer science, or a related

discipline.

Professional experience in design, development, and support of Java backend applications

Practical experience with Java 11 or above, OOP, functional programming and design patterns

Experienced in Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment (CI/CD) methodologies.

Experience with building Spring based RESTful web services using Spring Core, Spring

Boot 2.x or above, and Spring Data

Experience with development and deployment of Microservices on cloud platforms (Azure,

AWS, GCP)

Experience with containers and orchestration (e.g., Docker, Kubernetes and Docker Swarm)

Proven ability to meet commitments and deliver projects within specified timelines.

Demonstrable experience using JIRA for planning and reporting.



Exceptional written and oral communication skills.

Experience working with multi-site teams and with international project delivery.

Why join us?

You can grow at Aptiv . Aptiv provides an inclusive work environment where all individuals

can grow and develop, regardless of gender, ethnicity, or beliefs.

You can have an impact . Safety is a core Aptiv value; we want a safer world for us and our

children, one with: Zero fatalities, Zero injuries, Zero accidents.

You have support . We ensure you have the resources and support you need to take

care of your family and your physical and mental health with a competitive health insurance

package.

Your Benefits at Aptiv Connected Services

Hybrid and flexible work arrangements.

Private health care (Signal Iduna) and Life insurance for you and your beloved ones.

Employee Pension Plan paid by the employer (you get + 3,5% on each gross salary).

Benefit Program including for example sport groups, Multisport card, cinema tickets or discount

programs with various manufacturers and retailers.

Smart Office environment designed to be your second home— interactive areas for mixed

online and offline presence (touch screen TV’s, forum areas, etc.), chill out areas,

PlayStation, pool table, garden, library, high-quality coffee, tea, fruits, snacks and drinks.

Meaningful work that makes a difference in the world.

Work in international team - possibility to use English on daily basis in communication with

other team members.
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